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President of Delft University of 

Technology: “This deal is … a prelude to 

a public knowledge base for information 

about scientific output”

President of Dutch Research Council:

“This agreement is … a major 

breakthrough for open science in 

general”

Minister of Education, Culture and 

Science: “This deal … represents a 

beautiful step toward Open Science”
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Outline

• Responsible research assessment

• Open metadata of scholarly outputs

• Open Knowledge Base (OKB) for the Netherlands
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Responsible research assessment
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What kind of research intelligence do we need?

Responsible research assessment requires research intelligence to be

Transparent

Pluralistic

Democratic

This requires openness of scholarly metadata and research information
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Open metadata of scholarly outputs
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Openness of metadata of scholarly outputs



Open metadata initiatives
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Initiative for Open Abstracts (I4OA)

https://i4oa.org

Initiative for Open Citations (I4OC)

https://i4oc.org

https://i4oa.org/
https://i4oc.org/


Openness of citations
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• Many medium-sized publishers have opened their abstracts in 
response to I4OA

• Unfortunately no positive response yet from the four largest 
publishers
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Openness of abstracts



Open metadata in Crossref
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Statistics compiled by Nees Jan van Eck



From Microsoft Academic to OpenAlex
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FAIR data, FAIR publishing, FAIR peer review
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Making scholarly communication more FAIR
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Source: https://github.com/bmkramer/covid19_preprints_published

https://github.com/bmkramer/covid19_preprints_published


Open Knowledge Base (OKB)
for the Netherlands



Guiding principles for new research intelligence 
and scholarly communication services

Guiding principles proposed by the Dutch Taskforce on Responsible Management of 
Research Information and Data:

• Ownership of (meta)data

• Enduring access

• Trusted and transparent governance

• Interoperability as part of community owned governance

• Open collaboration with the market

• Community owned governance
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Aims and use cases of an OKB

• Aims of an OKB:

• Protect academic independence by opening up the metadata and metrics underlying 
assessments of scholarship

• Improve and enhance the quality and coverage of metadata available in the Dutch 
landscape of infrastructures on scholarly communications

• Prominent use cases:

• Supporting the future development of the SEP 2021-2027 by providing frameworks for more 
diverse indicators, tracking a wider range of outputs and activities

• Demonstrating a capacity to provide information on open access performance at the 
institutional and discipline level

• OKB proposal is both a technological proposal and a governance proposal
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Three models for an OKB

• API-standards model

• Standards and guidelines of metadata that each organization should provide through an 
openly available API

• Warehouse model

• Centralized data warehouse where metadata is collected from API-endpoints and other 
open infrastructures, and is deduplicated and harmonized

• Research environment model

• Expansion of the warehouse model with the addition of research intelligence services and 
tools that demonstrate the utility of the data stored in the OKB
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What’s next?

• OKB is technically feasible and appears to get strong support from broad range of 
stakeholders

• Key recommendations:

• Pursue (at minimum) the warehouse model

• Need for strong leadership

• Identification of necessary expertise and resources in public sphere

• Positioning in international landscape of infrastructures

• Next steps will be determined by the Dutch research organizations
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Conclusions



Conclusions

• Responsible research assessment requires openness of metadata and research 
information

• Scholarly outputs increasingly have open metadata, but some publishers are reluctant 
to support openness of metadata

• Consider giving support to open metadata initiatives

• Let’s make scholarly publishing more FAIR

• The Open Knowledge Base for the Netherlands is an initiative to build a national 
infrastructure for open research information, aligned with new approaches to 
research assessment

• Happy to share experiences and interested to hear about similar initiatives in other 
countries!
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waltmanlr@cwts.leidenuniv.nl

@LudoWaltman

Thank you
for your attention!


